DECISIVE MOMENT: MANNY PACQUIAO VS. FLOYD MAYWEATHER Jr.
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Boxing fans are looking for a definitive answer to who is better head to head inside the ring: Manny
Pacquiao or Floyd Mayweather Jr? Since 2008, fans have done donkeywork purchasing insignificant pay
per views and airing personal feelings anticipating the Decisive Moment: Manny
Pacquiao vs. Floyd Mayweather Jr.
Fans will no longer fall for the shenanigans of Top Rank Promotions or Mayweather Promotions. The jig
is up! Everyone knows Top Rank only mentions a possible fight with Mayweather when trying to boost
ticket and pay per view sales of a scheduled fight. Mayweather Promotions is guilty of the same tactic,
but they usually go one-step further and announce their next opponent on weigh-in day of Pacquiao’s
current fight. I will give Mayweather Promotions credit, because they stayed silent during the
Pacquiao/Algeri fight (Maybe there really is a Showtime Gag order). But, if we are score boarding, Foot
Locker has Pacquiao up with their brilliant “Week of Greatness” commercial that has Pacquiao joyously
shoe shining to “He is gonna fight me. He is gonna fight me!”
By the way, HBO, Top Rank, and Freddie Roach we see through the current feign. We got it after the
first time you said, “Freddie roach wants Pacquiao to fight at 140 by May of 2015.” Why May 2015?
Wait, doesn’t Mayweather like to fight in May? I guess we can cross off May. I guess May can also be
for Canelo/HBO. If you are trying to set up a fight with Jesse Vargas, that is a complete and utter sham.
Now, if you are trying to set up Manny Pacquiao vs. Terence Crawford…well, it ain’t Floyd Mayweather
Jr, but it is more palatable. Add Vasyl Lomachenko vs. Nonito Donaire to the undercard, and I will pay
$85 for the Pay Per View.
Manny Pacquiao and Floyd Mayweather Jr, your fans have had enough already. You both claim to give
the fans what they want. Well, fans have not asked for either of you to fight Bradley, Rios, Algieri, Ortiz,
Guerrero, or Maidana. Millions of fans, doubling the amount of your last ten (10) pay per views

combined, have asked for Manny Pacquiao to face Floyd Mayweather Jr. and for Floyd Mayweather Jr.
to face Manny Pacquiao. The message has been clear, make the Pacquiao/Mayweather fight, so fans
can finally get an answer to the most anticipated, moment of truth in boxing.
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